
 

 

A Day on the Bay 
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Ferry Passengers 

We hang on rails, on words, on friendship, over water, briefly laughing. 

Our trail quickly fades, and we go on to land-borne lifestyles once again. 



 
 

Spectators 

Key West pelicans grab food from my sister's fingers, bite her feeding hand. 

Bay Area birds watch patiently, keep score, take notes, and politely look away. 



 
 

Crossing the Line 

The fog will always be there for you, if you will only cross the line. 

Sun and rain, however, tend to require some certain sacrifice.



 
 

Multihull/City 

Coexistence: mono, multi, single, tri; double hulls and bulbous bows. 

Sailing, racing, cruising, shipping, ferrying passengers below each bridge. 



 
 

Dinghy Racing 

Small boats, big race, big fun, big challenge; get wet, play hard, laugh right out loud. 

Then sail all night to any port you imagine; sail all night in dreams. 



 
 

Bridge Construction 

There's elegance in distant bridges seen from afar, perhaps in the fog. 

But I prefer the view from below, looking up in simple wonder. 



 
 

Ferry/Sail 

Find the wind, make the wind, take the wind: variations of work and play. 

Nothing better than gliding across the waters of San Francisco. 



 
 

Out the Gate 

"Keep going!" I hear, each time we reach this point in our sail "out the Gate," 

and each time, I'm shocked to recognize that demanding voice as my own. 



 
 

Jigsaw Puzzle Picture 

A jigsaw puzzle picture—porches, windows, trees, and dinghies sailing: 

Imagine the two of us happily putting it all together. 

  



 
Three Beauties 

An adrenaline of raceboats bearing down on a line in the water? 

Or a passion of sailors, calling out for more wind, more luck, or more rum? 

  



 

 

Many thanks to San Francisco Bay Ferry for the opportunity to be  

“Artist in Residence” on April 7, 2014. 
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